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ABOUT KVVDU, KARAD
 

Krishna Vishwa Vidyapeeth “Deemed To Be University”, Karad is located in Western
Maharashtra, India against the background of mountains and valleys.

 The green, eco-friendly campus is spread over 57 acres and is well connected by rail,
road & air. The University is accredited by NAAC 'A+' grade and has been conferred
with ISO 9001 : 2015 certification. 

The medical college is about 35 years old and has state-of-the-art museums with a
large collection of specimens and models. The teaching hospital KH&MRC (Krishna
Hospital and Medical Research Centre) is recognised by the National Accreditation
Board for Hospitals & Healthcare Providers (NABH).

The teaching hospital is 1125 bedded multi specialty tertiary care hospital with
facilities for Critical Care, Endoscopic Surgeries, Dialysis, Cardiology, Cardio-
vascular-thoracic-surgery, Oncology, Urology, Neurosurgery, Plastic surgery, Oral
and Maxillofacial Surgery and a recognized Renal Transplant Unit. 

The University has been ranked 5th amongst the cleanest higher Educational
Institutions in the category of 'Technical Institutions - Universities (Residential)' in
the year 2018. The University has also received a certificate for 'Maintaining,
Promoting and Encouraging the Culture of Swachhta in Higher Education
Institutions in the country'. 

Experienced faculty, secure and spacious hostels, a sports complex, various extra-
curricular activities have succeeded in attracting the students from all over India and
from USA, UK, New Zealand, Middle East countries, Sri Lanka, Canada, Mauritius
and many other countries.



ABOUT CONNAISSANCE
 
Greetings everyone,

Connaissance is an academic fest organized by the students and for the students of
Krishna Vishwa Vidyapeeth, Karad. “Coming Together Developing a World for
Sustainability '' is our theme for this year's conference, which aims to bring together
individuals, organizations, and experts who are committed to creating a sustainable
world. Connaissance, our annual festival, is a 10-day event starting from 25th March to
3rd April.
 
Connaissance is an event that encompasses a wide range of activities and competitions
that cater to diverse interests and skills. From Model United Nations (MUN) to Shark
Tank, the event offers a unique platform for participants to showcase their talents,
knowledge, and expertise. 

MUN is a popular competition that provides participants with the opportunity to simulate
United Nations conferences. Participants represent different countries and engage in
discussions and negotiations to resolve global challenges. Shark Tank, on the other hand,
is an entrepreneurial competition where participants pitch their business ideas to a panel
of judges, who then evaluate and provide feedback on the feasibility and potential of the
ideas. 

Apart from these, Connaissance also features other events such as quiz competitions,
cultural events, and much more. These competitions offer participants the opportunity to
showcase their creativity, problem-solving skills, leadership abilities, and teamwork. 

Connaissance is not just a platform for competition; it is also a forum for learning,
networking, and building relationships. Participants can attend workshops, seminars, and
talks by experts and gain insights into various fields. 
Our goal is to provide a holistic learning experience for students and create an
atmosphere that encourages intellectual curiosity, innovation, and leadership. We invite
students from all disciplines to participate in Connaissance and unleash their full
potential. 

The festival will culminate with a grand closing ceremony that will celebrate the
achievements of students, recognize their hard work, dedication and discover their full
potential. Get ready for a memorable experience filled with fun, learning, and personal
growth. 



FROM THE DESK OF DIRECTOR
 
 
 

Dear Students, Staff, and Guests, 

I am delighted to extend a warm welcome to Connaissance 2023, our annual fest that
celebrates diversity, creativity, and innovation among our students. This year's event is set
to be more exciting, engaging, and transformative than ever before. 

Connaissance provides a unique opportunity for students to showcase their skills, talents,
and knowledge in a range of fields. Our fest features a variety of activities from Model
United Nations to Dare to Diagnose and many more, that cater to diverse interests. Our
fest is an excellent opportunity for students to cultivate social and emotional skills such as
teamwork, communication, and creativity. 

As the Director of Connaissance, I feel honored to be a part of such a vibrant and dynamic
community of students, staff, and guests. At Connaissance, we encourage our attendees to
challenge the status quo, to think beyond the conventional, and to create something that
truly makes a difference. We believe that knowledge should be shared, ideas should be
exchanged, and new connections should be made. 

Connaissance 2023 is proud to present the theme "Coming Together: Developing a
Community for Sustainability", which aims to encourage students to think about the
importance of sustainability and work towards creating a more sustainable future. At
Connaissance 2023, we believe that sustainability is not just about protecting the planet,
but also about creating a more just and equitable society. Our fest is a unique opportunity
for students to engage in activities, workshops, and competitions that promote sustainable
practices, sustainable development, and innovative solutions to environmental challenges. 

I invite you to be a part of this exciting event and to take full advantage of the
opportunities that await you. Whether you are a seasoned professional or a young
entrepreneur, Connaissance has something to offer for everyone. 

Let’s experience the power of collective knowledge. 

Best regards, 
Mihir Vakhariya



EVENT SCHEDULE 
 

CONNAISSANCE 2023 

GENESIS- The Presentation
Competition 
GRAND OPENING CEREMONY OF
CONNAISSANCE ‘23 
Model United Nations 
Reelotsav (Day 1) 
The Artsy Lens- Photography
Contest (Day 1)

Model United Nations Day 2

Voice of Change- The Academic
Debate Round 1 and 2 
Verbattle- The Non Academic
Debate

Amplified Moves: The Solo Dance
Competition 
Revive: The Group Dance
Competition

       Round 1 and Round 2
 
     Hall of Fame: 

25th March 2023

26th March 2023

27th March 2023



Verbattle-The Non Academic Debate
Finals 
Voice of Change-The Academic
Debate Finals 
Health Camp 
Write for Life- The Story Writing
Competition 

Local Vocals-The Solo Singing
Contest 
Rhapsody Social- The Group Singing
Contest 
Geetakshari 

Cont. Hall of Fame: 

Quizzards Of Medicine 
Research Paper Presentation
 Twist a Tale 
Artbuzz- The Art Contest 
Minds Matter- The Mental Health
Workshop 

Quizzards of Medicine 
Pop culture quiz 
Festive Palooza- The Fun Fair

28th March 2023

29th March 2023

30th March 2023

31st March 2023
DARE TO DIAGNOSE 
SITCOM QUIZ 
DRAMA (Stage Play,Nukkad,Mono
Duet)

1st April 2023 SHARK TANK 
BATTLE OF WITS



Academic Workshop 
AWARD CEREMONY
Reelotsav (Day9) 
Artsy Lens- The Photography
Contest (Day 9)

Retro Night

2nd April 2023

3rd April 2023

Team Connaissance invites registrations for all the Cultural,
Sciences, Literary and Arts' events  

online through the registration portal Given below. 
 

Looking forward to seeing you all at Connaissance 2023 !!

https://linktr.ee/Connaissance2023_

https://linktr.ee/Connaissance2023_
https://linktr.ee/Connaissance2023_
https://linktr.ee/Connaissance2023_
https://linktr.ee/Connaissance2023_


 
• Local Vocals

• Rhapsody Social
• Geetakshari

• Amplified Moves
• Revive

• Festive Palooza
•Thesctia

• Retro Night

HALL OF FAME 





Stage presence (makeup, attire, movement) 
Interaction with Audience 
Diction (proper understanding of words, clear speech)
Intonation (tunes and notes)  
Vocal quality  
Dynamics (intensity, volume, modulation) 
Song choice/song preparation 

LOCAL VOCALS : THE SOLO SINGING
CONTEST 

Date: 28th March, 2023 
Venue: Auditorium 
Time allotted: 5PM Onwards  
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 
Time limit per participant : 4 minutes 

Choice of language is entirely up to the participants. Participants
will be judged according to, 

Note: 
1. Participants will not be allowed to refer to the lyrics while singing. 
2. The participants should bring their own musical instruments if
required in the performance. 
3. If the participant does not know how to play an instrument
background music shall be provided ( track to be played must be
submitted 1 week prior to the competition) 
4. Choice of song is open to the participants but the song should not
have any slang or derogatory language.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/EBgR3EyNkol08Stxd3wmAj

https://chat.whatsapp.com/EBgR3EyNkol08Stxd3wmAj


Stage presence (makeup, attire, movement) 
Interaction with Audience  
Diction (proper understanding of words, clear speech) 
Intonation (tunes and notes)  
Vocal quality  
Dynamics (intensity, volume, modulation) 
Song choice/song preparation 

RHAPSODY SOCIAL - THE GROUP SINGING
CONTEST 

 
Date: 28th March, 2023 
Venue: Auditorium 
Time allotted: 5pm Onwards  
Whatsapp Group link:

Rules and Regulations:- 
Time limit per group : 6 minutes 
2 or more members are allowed in the group and are allowed to use
instruments to add to the performance. 

Choice of language is entirely up to the participants. Participants
will be judged based on,

Note: 
1. Participants will not be allowed to refer to the lyrics while singing.
2. The participants should bring their own musical instruments if
required in the performance. 
3. If the participant does not know how to play an instrument
background music shall be provided ( track to be played must be
submitted 1 week prior to the competition) 
4. Choice of song is open to the participants but the song should not
have any slang or derogatory language.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/FlUjfERjuZIF9Ve5nync7i

https://chat.whatsapp.com/FlUjfERjuZIF9Ve5nync7i




GEETAKSHARI 
Date: 27th March 2023 
Venue: Auditorium 
Time: 7:00 pm 
Whatsapp Group link : 

Number of Participants: 10 teams with 5 members per team 
Rules and Regulations:- 
1. Each team can have 5 members only.
2. There will be 5 rounds and 2 teams will be eliminated in each round 
3. Marking Scheme: Correct answer +1 Wrong answer -1

Round 1 
Guess the Song : The first 10 seconds of a song would be played, and the
teams have to press the buzzer as soon as they recognize it.
 
Round 2 
Guess the song and sing it : A muted clip of a song would be shown and
the contestants have to guess the song and sing it.

Round 3 
Sing a song with the artist: An Artists name/photo will be flashed and the
contestants have to sing a song of that artist. Bonus points will be given
for mentioning additional information about the song (example movie) 

Round 4 
Sing a song with the word: Random words will be flashed and the
contestants have to sing a song that has the displayed word in it.
 
Round 5 
Rapid Fire round : 10 questions will be asked and the team to give
maximum correct answers will be the winner of Geetakshari!

https://chat.whatsapp.com/ElIAXfOTRWCK6QTgJ0Oyp8

https://chat.whatsapp.com/ElIAXfOTRWCK6QTgJ0Oyp8




Performance can be thematic or non-thematic. 
Props to be brought by the participants.
Any kind of fluid, flame, powder or heavy object is not allowed on
stage.
Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification.
Participants should submit pre recorded music in MP3 format.  
Beyond the time limit, the Performance will be subjected to
disqualification.
Decision of the judges will be final and binding (If number of
participants are more than expected, an audition round will be
held, the details of which will be informed later)

AMPLIFIED MOVES : THE SOLO DANCE
COMPETITION 

 
Date – 27th March, 2023 
Venue – Auditorium 
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 
Time limit per participant : 3 minutes 

Participants can choose songs of any language Participants will be
judged on the basis of :- 
1) Choreography 
2) Use of Props
3) Energy 
4) Expressions 
5) Stage utilization 
6) Costumes 
7) X-factor 

   Note :- 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HMxtBlMI8IU4cX21AFEEwZ

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HMxtBlMI8IU4cX21AFEEwZ


Performance can be thematic or non-thematic 
Props to be brought by the participants 
Any kind of fluid, flame, powder or heavy object is not allowed on
stage 
Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification 
Participants should submit pre recorded music in MP3 format 
Beyond the time limit, the Performance will be subjected to
disqualification 
Decision of the judges will be final and binding. (If no of participants
are more than expected, an audition round will be held the details of
which will be informed later)

REVIVE: THE GROUP DANCE
COMPETITION 

Date – 27th March, 2023 
Venue – AUDITORIUM 
Whatsapp Group link :  

Rules and Regulations:- 
Time limit per group – 8 minutes including set-up 
No of participants per group – 6-12 

Participants can choose songs of any language Participants will be
judged according to:- 
1) Choreography 
2) Use of Props 
3) Energy 
4) Expressions 
5) Sync 
6) Stage utilization 
7) Costume 
8) Overall impact 

Note– 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/F5DRaApRgpWLMjpUg1UlwA

https://chat.whatsapp.com/F5DRaApRgpWLMjpUg1UlwA




Festive Palooza – The Fun Fair is scheduled for 30th March,
2023 
Venue: In Front of the Auditorium 
Time: 5:00pm Onwards 
Whatsapp group link : 

FESTIVE PALOOZA : THE FUN FAIR
 
 

Who doesn't enjoy visiting FUN FAIRS? The entertainment, fun,
games, and food. We all have a craving for it. Thus, KIMS
STUDENTS SOCIETY presents Festive Palooza - The Fun Fair of
Connaissance to you in order to satisfy your desire for joy.

This event's purpose is to provide the students a platform to
design, run their own fun fair, and compete with stalls of their
choosing! From offering amusement through game booths to
selling some delectable meals prepared by our talented student
chefs.

You can put up a stall of your choosing, no matter how
imaginative it may be. If that's not what you want to do, go to the
Fun Fair with your friends to play fun games and eat delectable
cuisine while spending time with them at a memorable event.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IgpGcgwi6YzD8hotbDpmME

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IgpGcgwi6YzD8hotbDpmME




Drama can be performed either in mono, duet or group 
Maximum participants per group should be 5 
The drama shall try to convey something meaningful to the society 
Maximum time limit for each group will be 30 mins while that for duet
will be 15 mins and for mono performances it will be 10 mins.  
Exceeding the time limit would lead to disqualification of the entire
team 
Use of props are allowed until they are not offensive 
A panel of 3 judges will be there. 
Dance is permitted if it occurs in the text of a non musical play 
Use of foul language or any act of obscenity will lead to immediate
disqualification 
Certificate of participation will be provided to all the participants 
The winners from each category will be awarded.

THESCTIA - THE DRAMA COMPETITION 

Drama is the specific mode of fiction represented in performance: a play,
opera, mime, ballet, etc, performed in a theater, or on radio or television.
Considered as a genre of poetry in general, the dramatic mode has been
contrasted with the epic and the lyrical modes ever since Aristotle’s
Poetics. To bring out your fun dramatical sides out, KIMS STUDENTS
SOCIETY presents to you ‘THESCTIA- THE DRAMA COMPETITION’ 

Date- 31st March 2023 
Venue- Auditorium 
Time- 5:30 pm 
Whatsapp Group link - 

Rules and Regulations:- 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/F2T6m3Szi4tChjsWFQFQ7e

https://chat.whatsapp.com/F2T6m3Szi4tChjsWFQFQ7e




LITERATURELITERATURE  
 Model United Nations

 Voice of Change- The Academic Debate
 Verbattle- The Non Academic Debate

Write for Life- The Story Writing Competition
 Twist a Tale

 Pop Culture Quiz
 SITCOM QUIZ
 SHARK TANK

 BATTLE OF WITS
 





MODEL UNITED NATIONS 
Model United Nations (MUN) is an academic simulation of the United
Nations where students role-play as delegates to the UN and debate on
global issues. 

The MUN conference provides students with an opportunity to engage
in critical thinking, leadership, and decision-making skills.
Participants will have to research their assigned country's position on
the topic and draft resolutions to solve the issues. The conference is a
great opportunity for students to learn about international affairs,
diplomacy, and negotiation. 

At the MUN conference, students will engage in debates, negotiations,
and public speaking. Participants will have to develop strong
arguments, build consensus, and negotiate to achieve their goals. The
conference will have different committees that will focus on various
global issues, such as disarmament, human rights, economic and
social issues, and peacekeeping. 

It allows students to learn about different cultures, customs, and
perspectives. The conference is a great way to build long-lasting
friendships and connections with other students who share similar
interests. 

Overall, the MUN conference is a great way for students to learn about
the United Nations, diplomacy, international relations, and the world.
The conference will provide students with an experience they will
never forget, providing a great addition to their academic and personal
achievements. 

Committee- United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 



Agenda
 

1) Ensuring the safety of Asylum Seeker 
2) Refugees access to Jobs and Financial services 
3) Transforming our world: 2030 agenda for sustainable
development 

WHATSAPP LINK :

DATE & TIME : 25th & 26th March’ 2023 

Day 1” 1:30 PM to 6:30 PM 

Day 2” 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

AWARD CEREMONY :-DAY 2 
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DmxhEaL4b8mBxwAEX6NEbT

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DmxhEaL4b8mBxwAEX6NEbT




Each team comprises of 6 members. 
The debate competition consists of 3 rounds: round 1, round 2, and the
final. 
Time allotted for each round: 
Round 1: 20 minutes
Round 2: 30 minutes 
Round 3: 40 minutes 
Different topics have been designated for each round of the debate
competition. 
Use of foul or obscene language will lead to disqualification.

VOICE OF CHANGE: THE ACADEMIC
DEBATE 

 
KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY is organizing  "Voice of change - The Academic
Debate Competition". The debate competition aims to provide the
students with an opportunity to come ahead, learn and experience the art
of debating. The Student Society endeavours to provide a platform for
students to install communication skills and critical thinking. 

The objective of this competition is to inculcate a healthy debate culture
among students and contrive them to defend what they stand for. 

Date- 27th March & 28th March 2023 
Venue- FMT Demo Room 4 
Time
          Round 1: 10 am to 12 pm 
          Round 2: 3 pm to 4:30 pm 

Whatsapp Group link : 

Rules and Regulations:- 
https://chat.whatsapp.com/KcsLYW9E6QX3DTMLhFeSBx

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KcsLYW9E6QX3DTMLhFeSBx




Each team is made of 6 people 
The competition will proceed in 3 rounds; Round 1, Round 2, and
the Final Round 
The topics assigned will change for every round • Use of any
Obscene or foul language will lead to immediate disqualification

VERBATTLE : THE NON-ACADEMIC DEBATE 

Debates sure can get intense. When both sides lay down fact after fact
to prove one side of the academic topic superior, you can get to the
edge of your seat before you know it. So how about a chill and laid
back debate to go with it? 

The KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY presents to you – Verbattle, A debate,
minus the academic tension. Coming with topics so casual, these
debates are bound to be fun for all taking part in it, no matter the
outcome! The Students society aims to provide a mirror event of the
Academic Debate via the Verbattle while also upholding a fun and
interesting atmosphere with the cheesy topics it has in store. 

Date- 
        Rounds 1 & 2 : 27th March 2023 
        Grand Final : 28th March’ 2023 
Venue- FMT Demo Room 1 
Whatsapp Group link : 

Rules and Regulations:- 
https://chat.whatsapp.com/LGdQmG5rbY3IQi9KFgXGsQ

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LGdQmG5rbY3IQi9KFgXGsQ




The topics for competition will be given on the spot. 
The participants are requested to use ENGLISH language as the
medium of writing. 
A time limit of 2 hours will be provided to the young writers to
prepare their stories on the spot. 
Word limit: 600-700 words 
Anyone exceeding the word limit beyond 700 words will be
disqualified. 
The participants are requested not to use foul language or any
offensive means of writing that might be derogatory. 
Use of mobile phones or any sources of internet are not allowed.

WRITE FOR LIFE : THE STORY WRITING
COMPETITION 

 
Writing is a neuropsychological activity involving cognitive and physical
processes and the use of writing systems to structure and translate
human thoughts into persistent representations of human language. 

A system of writing relies on many of the same semantic structures as the
language it represents! 

Story writing is one of the best ways of expressing thoughts and values in
the form of a tale which draws the attention of a larger audience. It is an
art by which real life problems can be expressed to the public and young
children by means of a story! 

Keeping in mind the impact a story creates, the STUDENTS SOCIETY
presents to you a story writing competition, inviting all the budding
authors to pull up their socks and show us their hidden talents! 

DATE: 28th March’ 2023 
VENUE: FMT Demo room 5 
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IbqA9MF7IGI1zpNRKXXgRD

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IbqA9MF7IGI1zpNRKXXgRD




It's going to be an individual event and not a team event.  
Participants will be provided with a 100 word story prompt on
the spot. 
Time allotted -1 hr 
Language - English 
The story must be written on the sheet provided at the venue on
the spot in the alloted time. 
Participants are not allowed to use any references like books, any
material or any device at the venue. 
Participants need to work on the prompt and make a story with
their own twist. 
Word limit - not more than 600 words

TWIST A TALE 
 

Date -29th March 2023 
Time - 5:30 pm onwards 
Venue - FMT DEMO ROOM 2
Whatsapp Group link : 

Rules and Regulations:- 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/K6OLgVK3LPpFhw9glfvk7p

https://chat.whatsapp.com/K6OLgVK3LPpFhw9glfvk7p




Each group must have 3 participants . 
There will be 3 rounds in the quiz. 
Round I: Timer round- Each team will be asked a Multiple
choice question. If the team cannot answer within 5 seconds,
questions can be passed onto the next team. Every correct
answer scores 20 points. The top 5 teams will be chosen. 
Round II: Surprise round ( will be explained during the game)
Top 3 will be chosen. 
Round III: Buzzer round- first to buzz each time will answer.
The last question will be for 100 points, and a game changer.

POP CULTURE QUIZ 
 
 

Popular culture consists of the aspects of attitudes, behaviors,
beliefs, customs, and tastes that define the people of any society. In
the historic use of the term, it is “the culture of the people”.
Examples include a wide array of genres like popular music, print,
cyber culture, sports, entertainment, leisure, fads, advertising and
television. Nothing entertains like some pop culture and celebrity
antics. We would be lying to ourselves by disagreeing with the fun
and pleasure this controversial world brings us. So why not quiz us
for it?? 

Date & time: 30th March, 2023, 12 PM onwards 
Venue: Physiology Demo Room 
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Bk06k9i70VfDYOmn3HvAyT

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Bk06k9i70VfDYOmn3HvAyT




Each team gets a quota of 4 questions and other questions passed to
it from the previous team that did not answer. 
A team gets 15 seconds to answer the question intended for it, and
is awarded 20 points for answering it. 
If the team, the question is intended for, gives a wrong answer, the
quizmaster will give the correct answer. 
If a team cannot answer a question they can pass it or after 15
seconds, it gets automatically passed to the next team. For every
answer of a passed question, 10 points would be awarded. If a team
is answering a question and the time passes, then the team gets to
complete the answer and is awarded points for the right answer. 

Each team gets a quota of one question. 
Each Team will be shown a picture with a quotation. The team has
to identify the character and complete their iconic catchphrase.
The team has 15 seconds in total. 
Questions will not be passed to the next team.

THE SITCOM QUIZ 

A sitcom, portmanteau of situation comedy, is a genre of comedy
centered on a fixed set of characters who mostly carry over from
episode to episode. Sitcoms can be contrasted with sketch comedy,
where a troupe may use new characters in each sketch, and stand-up
comedy. 

DATE: 31st March
VENUE: FMT Demo Room
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 
1. Round 1- “Bounce & Pounce" 

2) Round 2 - "Guess & Complete" 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LeiG2T1wnfO3SoGh5arNIb

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LeiG2T1wnfO3SoGh5arNIb


Each right answer gets 10 points if the team correctly identifies the
Character and 20 points if they complete it with the catchphrase.

10 questions will be fired at all the teams one after another. 
The teams can discuss among themselves and then press the
buzzer/bell to answer the question first. No discussion is allowed
after pressing the buzzer. 
The team that presses the buzzer/bell first gets a chance to answer
it. 
10 points for the correct answer. If a team doesn’t answer or gives a
wrong answer after they press the buzzer they lose 5 points. 
The question has to be answered in 20 seconds. 
If a question is not answered by the first team who pressed the bell,
the team that pressed the bell next gets to answer.

 
 

3) Round 3 - "The Rapid fire round" 





There will be 2-3 participants in each team 
The event will be in the form of 3 rounds. 
There will be eliminations in each round and finally a winner will
be decided from the last four standing teams in round 3 

SHARK TANK 
Date – 1 st April, 2023 
Venue – Tierra Hall 
Whatsapp Group link :
 

WHAT IS THE EVENT? 
You will get a chance to see several aspiring entrepreneurs with
exciting start-ups and services present their pitches to our investment
panel. Pitches will be judged on planning, feasibility, competitive edge
and originality. 
Have you ever wondered how investors decide on who they invest in?
Are you ready to swim with sharks to get a shot in the big leagues? 
If so, jump in . 

Rules and Regulations:- 

          ROUND 1: 
    The participating teams have to come up with a business idea and
pitch it to the sharks 
         ROUND 2: 
    The Sharks will give the participating teams a product and the 
 participating teams will have to come up with a plan of management. 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BYJjt1kIocILF0YPF01GZW

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BYJjt1kIocILF0YPF01GZW


If the number of participating teams are more than expected, then
an online pre-event elimination round will be held 
There will 4 Judges/Sharks on the panel 
Each team gets 5 minutes to pitch their ideas in the form of
PowerPoint presentation 
The participants will be asking for Funds/Investment in exchange
of equity given to the sharks 
After the pitch, 5 minutes of negotiation and deliberation time will
be given to the teams 
As per judge’s discretion, one team will be decided as winner.

 
            ROUND 3: 
      Final 4 teams will progress to round 3 and they will be given a
business idea. Each shark will mentor one team and the teams will
come up with a plan of management and pitch it to a new set of
appointed Judges/Sharks. 

 





Questionnaire 
Air Crash/Titanic 2.0 
Emotional Squares 
Double Bluff 

BATTLE OF WITS 
 

 ●  ABOUT THE EVENT: Welcome to an appealing and abstract event,
wherein you get a chance to showcase your wit, creativity, originality,
ingenuity and the ability to catalyze a situation!!! 

● The event constitutes of 4 rounds: 

DATE: 1st April
TIME: 2pm onwards
VENUE: Neptune Hall and FMT Demo Room (s) 
Whatsapp Group link : 
 

ABOUT THE GAME : 

1. Questionnaire !! Got a minute! 

Participants will answer a few straightforward questions in the first
round while the clock is running. These surveys will be evaluated based
on their creativity and humor. The eligible contestants will advance to
the following round after this elimination round. 

2. Air Crash/Titanic 2.0 

The Captain has called for a MAYDAY ! The Plane is about to crash into
the ground!! The Ship is sinking..The Captain commands to grab a life
jacket and jump off the ship!!

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KeHD0kqHehQABqtEwSf5dn

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KeHD0kqHehQABqtEwSf5dn


Considering the gravity of the situation, convince the judges that you
deserve a chance to save your life!! 

There will be an Air Crash/sinking ship in the second round. 
The volunteers will be placed in the hypothetical predicament of being
in an impending plane/ship accident. 
They must persuade the judges that they deserve the parachute/life
jacket over all the other well-known personalities in the plane while
maintaining the personality that was assigned to them. 
The participants are expected to recreate their real-life icons in a
theatrical and aesthetic way possible. 
This particular game will be held in 2 stages:

 Stage 1: 
Players have to play the assigned personality and state reasons to the
judges Time limit: 2 minutes Total score: 20 

Stage 2: 
Top 5 individual players have to argue with each other and convince the
judges about their importance over the others. 

Time limit: 30 seconds per character 
Time limit for reply: 20 seconds 
Total score: 10 

3. Feelings Squares 
Participants will be presented with a scenario, but they will be provided
four squares, each of which will represent a distinct feeling. 
The participants will eventually have to act out every emotion one by
one, while the scenario remains the same, shifting anticlockwise. 
Time limit for each emotion: 40 seconds
Score for each emotion: 25 



4. Double Bluff 
It is a partner game in which, one of the partners will be given a word
from Thesaurus, he/she has to act it out. 
The other partner has to guess the word correctly within a time limit of
60 seconds. 
In simple words, this game of Double Bluff is a literary and difficult
version of Dumb-Charades !! 
The game comprises only one stage. 
The enacting partner is allowed to express different sorts of actions to
make the adjacent partner understand the word. 
Score: 20 each pair 

Three winners will be chosen by the judges after being evaluated on
their wit, humor, and consistency. 
The decision of the judges will be final. 

RULES, REGULATIONS & PENALTIES: 

● Questionnaire; 
1. Only single participation is allowed. 
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English. 
3. No use of any sort of foul language. 
4. Any disrespectful mannerisms will lead to disqualification of the
participants on the spot. 
5. Time limit for each answer will be 60 seconds. 
6. Points awarded will be 5 according to each answer. 
7. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any participant is
found discussing with the fellow participant.



● AirCrash/Titanic 2.0: 
1. Only single participation is allowed. 
2. Medium of expression will be in English. 
3. Grading will be done according to innovation, theatrics,
knowledge about the character, quality of the reason stated,
speaking skills and added effects. 
4. No use of any sort of foul language. 
5. Hurting the sentiments of the character in any disrespectful
manner will lead to disqualification of the participants on the spot. 
6. Time limit for stage 1 is 2 minutes and for stage 2 is: 30
seconds(initial argument); 20 seconds(reply to the argument) 
7. Negative marking for more than 3 replies. 
8. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any participant
is found discussing with the fellow participant. 

● Feeling Squares: 
1. Only single participation is allowed at a time. 
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English. 
3. The participant cannot manipulate the situation according to
his/her will. 
4. No use of any sort of foul language. 
5. Any disrespectful manner will lead to disqualification of the
participants on the spot. 
6. Time limit will be 40 seconds. 
7. Exceeding the time limit will lead to elimination. 
8. Grading will be done on the basis of theatrics and vocabulary. 
9. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any participant
is found discussing with the fellow participant.



● Double Bluff: 
1. Participation is allowed only in pairs. 
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English. 
3. The participant cannot point out any sort of object or person; he/she
only has to enact the word in the most creative way possible. 
4. No use of any sort of foul language. 
5. Hurting the sentiments of the character in any disrespectful manner
will lead to disqualification of the participants on the spot. 
6. Time limit for each answer will be 60 seconds. 
7. Points awarded will be 5 according to each answer. 
8. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any pair is found
discussing with the fellow pair.
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GENESIS - THE PRESENTATION
COMPETITION 

With an aim to promote soft skills amongst the students, the KIMS
Student's Society is happy to announce GENESIS-THE PRESENTATION
COMPETITION. 
The basic purpose of organizing this competition is to inculcate and
boost corporate communication, develop public speaking, and
encourage self learning amongst the students. 

ABOUT THE COMPETITION: 
DATE : 25th March 2023 
VENUE : Neptune Hall (N1 Hall) 
Whatsapp Group link :

Rules and Regulations:- 
1. Participants have to prepare 1 Presentation of maximum 10 slides to
explain the breadth and significance of their research on the topic of
presentation to a non-specialist audience. 
2. No additional electronic media (e.g. sound) are permitted. 
3. No additional props (e.g. costumes, musical instruments, laboratory
equipment) are permitted. A candidate is allowed to have formal attire
but this won’t gain any points. 
4. Presentations are limited to 5 minutes maximum and participants
exceeding 5 minutes would be disqualified. 
5. Presentations are to be spoken word in English language (e.g. no
poems, raps or songs, other than those that may be the target of
research). 
6. Presentations are to commence from the stage.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/EfVsfoctLX2GgfBbq5lc3z

https://chat.whatsapp.com/EfVsfoctLX2GgfBbq5lc3z


7. Presentations are considered to have commenced when a presenter
starts their presentation through movement or speech. 
8. Presentations must be made by memory; notes will not be used. 
9. The decision of the adjudicating panel is final. 

Topics- The candidate is allowed to make only one presentation from
the options provided below.

● Health Communication and Education 

● Screening of Neoplasia 

● Concept of Disease Causation and Control





CONNAISSANCE HEALTH CAMP 

Striving towards good health is a goal for each individual to have,
and us as aspiring doctors, uphold the responsibility to guide and
help those in need towards this goal. To make aware to the common
people of how they can lead a healthier life, is the aim of this event
that the KIMSDU STUDENTS SOCIETY brings to you – The
Connaissance Health Camp.

 DATE : 28th March 2023 
TIME: 10:00 am onwards 
VENUE: Krishna Hospital & Medical research center 
Whatsapp Group link : 

In this event, interested volunteers will take part in a small
campaign to spread awareness of different Health disorders and
how to prevent them and take proper care of those who are
suffering from them. Interested volunteers will be briefed about
certain health issues which are commonly seen, and will be given a
pamphlet of the same. They will then visit the Hospital at allotted
times, and spread awareness of the briefed Health issues to patients
present in the hospital, and hand them the pamphlets. After all
volunteers have interacted with patients in the Hospital (Handed
pamphlets, taken a photo with them), they will return to the meeting
point where they were briefed. Certificates will be provided to the
participants for their time and effort.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KISxOEaOvLT37NPcUYMIYQ

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KISxOEaOvLT37NPcUYMIYQ




QUIZZARDS OF MEDICINE
 

Those who would like to put their medical knowledge to test, KIMS
STUDENTS SOCIETY brings to all such enthusiasts - The
Quizzards of Medicine! 

A quiz competition where you go head to head with others to
“think” your way through to the finish line. Here, your knowledge
is your ally.

Date & Time: 29th & 30th March, 12:00 pm onwards 
Venue: Mars Hall & Mercury Hall 
WhatsApp group link : 

The basic proceeding of Quizzards of Medicine will follow as 
● All participants will go through Round 1, an MCQ based exam,
consisting of general questions of subjects of the respective year. 

● According to the score of Round 1, a certain number of
candidates will qualify and will proceed to Round 2. 

● Round 2 will also be MCQ based, however will contain less
number of questions but tougher ones. 

● Out of the candidates in Round 2, the Top 5 highest scorers will
proceed to the final round 

● All finalists will be presented with a single question. The first
one to solve the question would be entitled as the Winner of
Quizzards of Medicine

https://chat.whatsapp.com/CUlrgeN3d8790NwrOKwMfE

https://chat.whatsapp.com/CUlrgeN3d8790NwrOKwMfE
https://chat.whatsapp.com/CUlrgeN3d8790NwrOKwMfE




RESEARCH PAPER PRESENTATION

KIMS STUDENT'S SOCIETY is organising Stimulus- A Research Paper
Presentation Competition.
A research paper presentation is an oral summary of an accomplished
research study of a theoretical or experimentative manner.
The presenters are required to present their research papers without
consulting their prepared notes to our judges and the audience.

Rules:                                                                        
1.The Research paper must be based on an original study. No plagiarism
will be tolerated of any kind.
2. The total time for presentation will be 5 mins including introduction.
On exceeding the time limit, points will be deducted accordingly.
3. The Presentations shall be judged based on originality, innovation,
clarity and the ability to present.
4. The presenter must be in a formal attire during the presentation.
5. The oral presentation must be in the form of a Microsoft Presentation
only.

Further details concerning the competition are as follows:-
Date & Time : 29th March, 10 a.m. onwards 
Venue: NEPTUNE HALL 1
WhatsApp group link: 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DhdSUx2ICZa215YDFqzIcz
 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DhdSUx2ICZa215YDFqzIcz




MINDS MATTER : THE MENTAL HEALTH
WORKSHOP 

 
KIMS STUDENT'S SOCIETY presents to you, Minds Matter- A
Mental Health workshop, in collaboration with Gray matter and
the Department of Psychiatry of Krishna Hospital. 

Mental strength is not the ability to stay out of the darkness. Rather
it is the ability to sit in the darkness with the hope that light will
shine again. Mental Health is one of the most underrated topics
that we discuss. A major part of our population suffers from
mental illness, yet it is considered a stigma. It is high time that we
start sharing. 

The Minds Matter Workshop is an interactive session where we
will have speakers to address each topic. Each speech will be
followed by a fun activity. 

DATE : 29th March’ 2023 
VENUE & TIME : Mars Hall at 4:00 PM 
WhatsApp group link :

Instagram handle for Gray Matter KIMS 
https://instagram.com/graymatterkims?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
TOPICS: 
1. Mindfulness and Meditation practices for Mental wellness 
2. Cultural Diversity and Mental Health 
3. Living with someone who is mentally ill and how to support them 
4. How abuse at a young age can affect you as an adult

https://chat.whatsapp.com/EwHM3P0b5nZ1NVDGWzvS0Q

https://instagram.com/graymatterkims?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
https://chat.whatsapp.com/EwHM3P0b5nZ1NVDGWzvS0Q




DARE TO DIAGNOSE 

As any doctor can tell you, the most crucial step towards healing a
patient is having the right diagnosis. If the disease is precisely
identified, a good resolution is far more likely. Conversely, a bad
diagnosis usually means a bad outcome, no matter how skilled the
physician. 
KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY presents, DARE TO DIAGNOSE ⚕ 

This event will not only be thrilling but also educational. It will test
your thinking capacity and your clinical knowledge.
 If a case file is presented to you, how quick can you come up with an
accurate diagnosis and treatment while the clock is ticking? 

Date: 31st March 2023 
Venue: Pharmacology Demo Room 
WhatsApp group link : 

What is it about? Participants must form teams of three, with one team
leader. 
1) Teams will be given a case file with patient details, history and labs.
2) They will be given 15 minutes to come up with an accurate diagnosis
and basic line of treatment. 
3) First round will be preliminary, and the highest scoring teams will
progress to finals. 
4) Scoring will be based on accuracy of diagnosis and rationality of the
proposed treatment plan 
5) The diagnosis shall be made within the time limit, in case the buzzer
rings and the team has not come up with the correct diagnosis, they
will not be scored for that particular case.
6) The diagnosis and treatment should be to the point, vague answers
will not be accepted. E-certificates will be provided to all the
participants.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HotN2nmUI5qKSTRg7Hb0A7

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HotN2nmUI5qKSTRg7Hb0A7




ACADEMIC WORKSHOP 

Workshop is a short-term academic event, where a group of people
meet to get acquainted and discuss new concepts and skills . Attending
an Academic Workshop is not only an opportunity to receive new
insights or knowledge, but also an excellent chance to meet your
professional and academic peers and create your own network. 

To enhance practical knowledge and skills, the KIMS Students Society
has organized an Academic Workshop. 

DATE: 2nd April 2023 
VENUE: Physiology Demo Room & Simulation Lab 
Whatsapp Group link : 

The students will be briefed regarding the respective topics at the
Physiology Demo Room and then will be taken to the Stimulation lab.

Topics :- 
1. Mechanism of Delivery 
2. Injection techniques 
3. Umbilical cord training model 
4. I.V. Setup 
5. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
6. Airway management 
7. Suturing 

Note: Due to the management of time all the topics might not get
covered. 
As a token of our appreciation and your hard work, an E-certificate
will be awarded to each participant.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/C2c5mwve9LR7RGvU1z9Qok

https://chat.whatsapp.com/C2c5mwve9LR7RGvU1z9Qok


ARTSARTS
The Artsy Lens-

Photography Contest
REELOTSAV

 Artbuzz- The Art Contest
 





  Artsy Lens: A Photography Contest
'A picture speaks a 1000 words' wasn't quoted without a specific
meaning to it. 

 KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY has come up with the "ARTSY LENS"- a
photography contest, where the participant can click and save the
moment when the eye captures it.

Venue: FMT DEMO ROOM 2
Date:  2nd April 2023
WhatsApp group link: 

Rules & regulations:
 1. The pictures should be taken within the campus premises.
2. The entries should have a proper caption and description. 
3. Editing for enhancement (cropping ,color enhancement , exposure
adjustment) is allowed. Photo manipulation is not allowed.
4. Only mobile phones are to be used.
5. Only Solo participation is allowed.
6. Pictures clicked prior to the start of competition will not be
considered.
7. The participant will be asked to gather in the Demo room prior to the
competition where instructions will be given for the same.

Enthusiastic participation is expected from all of the participants. 
In case of any violation of the rules ,the STUDENTS SOCIETY has the
right to disqualify the participant from the event.
Participation certificates will be given to everyone.
Winner will be felicitated during the award ceremony organised at the
end of Connaissance! 
So, what are you guys waiting for? Hurry up and register!

https://chat.whatsapp.com/L6AlwuufUbOKyHLos14T17

https://chat.whatsapp.com/L6AlwuufUbOKyHLos14T17




REELOTSAV 

What better way can there be to sum up the beautiful timeline of
Connaissance than to summarize it in a Reel. Unleash your creativity
and your imagination, as KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY brings to you,
Reelotsav! A competition for all the students that dare to show off their
reel making skills by creating their own unique Reel, themed on all
things Connaissance!

DATE: 25th March to 2nd April 2023. 
Whatsapp Group link :

This event will run passively throughout the duration of the
Connaissance. Interested students shall take images and videos of as
many events taking place in this 9-day timeline as possible, and create a
unique Reel that will revolve around the events taking place during
connaissance .
Once the participants have created a reel, they will be asked to submit
their work to respective judges , who will judge it on various criteria
along with all the other submissions.
 The best Reel will be announced on the Reelotsav day on 2 nd April
2023. The Winning Reel will be posted on our Official Student’s Society
Instagram page! 
Rules and Regulations:- 
● Only one submission per participant is allowed. 
● The duration of the reel must be strictly in the range of 60 to 90
seconds. 
● The reel must not consist of any songs containing strong/foul
language. 
● The footage included in the reel must primarily consist of events of
Connaissance, shot in the campus itself. Visual effects are allowed. 
● The decision made by the judges will be final.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/JyvO839A4Sc8LtV3AlQWi3

https://chat.whatsapp.com/JyvO839A4Sc8LtV3AlQWi3




Throughout history, people have used art to communicate without
relying on words. Art can express political ideas, reinforce religion,
or convey deeply personal thoughts. Through art, the artists express
their thoughts and feelings with greater intensity than may be
possible in words. It is scientifically proven that every individual
thinks and interprets things differently.

KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY brings to you, ART BUZZ- An Art Contest
for Connaissance which will be giving the participants a big platform
to showcase their talents in the form of various drawings and
paintings depicting various designs and art forms of their choice.

RULES AND REGULATIONS:
• The theme and topic will be given on the spot
• 15 min will be given for deciding on the basic idea of your art work.
2 hours will be given for completion and execution.
• Usage of phone or any other reference materials and electronic
gadgets are forbidden. If seen, the participant will be disqualified.
• We expect you to stick to your own imagination and creativity!
• Participants are requested to get their own required basic art
materials which would be needed.
• Participants are allowed to stick to any kind of art form of their
choice
WhatsApp link : 

Date- 29th March ‘23
Time- 5:30PM Onwards 
Venue- Amphitheatre

ARTBUZZ : THE ART CONTEST

https://chat.whatsapp.com/ELYbvzz9wZiEz8Mump0eEf

https://chat.whatsapp.com/ELYbvzz9wZiEz8Mump0eEf




THE CONNAISSANCE 2.0 FAMILY
 

 CORE SECRETARIAT:
Director:  Mihir Vakhariya - 7757814706
Deputy Director: 
Siddharth Gulati- 99996 99843
Sajal Gulati- 99996 29843
Secretary General: 
Arth Dhabuwala - 99250 13185
Executive Chief: 
Samridhi Singh - 7208287931

Team : ACADEMICS 
Director : Tasneem Nigar B - 9538124778 
Members : 
1. Aarya Nagarkar - 9156112919 
2. Atharwa Walinjkar - 7666851656 
3. Anushka Rajput - 9405389929 
4. Pearl Raval - 9998960086 
5. Tanishka Singh - 7349741222

Team : DELEGATE AFFAIRS 
Director : Shivangi Tiwari - 8808207560 
Members : 
1. Mrinmayee Jagtap - 9420691610 
2. Rashmita Sawant - 8454990111 
3. Shreya Chauhan - 8296506298 
4. Prachi Gupta - 7701825344 
5. Danica Sharma- 9082383052 



Team: LOGISTICS 
Directors : Ananya Shetty - 8080340803 
Rushikesh Kulkarni - 9167655312 
Members : 
1. Sakshi Jajodia - 8369610560 
2. Aditya Gupta - 98716 59211 
3. Vidhit Chordiya - 93095 70318 
4. Jainam Chhajed - 99304 73050 

Team : MEDIA DESIGN 
Director : Gauri Patil - 9700976565 
Members: 
1. Aditee Lahane - 99309 87919 
2. Bhavika Khode - 8788283974 
3. Dhruti Rangain - 9380440991 
4. Kaushitha Reddy - 9100819276 
5. Rohit Tarmale - 9960962067 
6. Shikha Sharma - 9930620277 
7. Soniya Doshi - 7887332603

Team: PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Director : Sanyukta Ikke - 7208199713 
Members: 
1. Akshita Malhotra - 7428520605 
2. Rashi Singh - 9891461696 
3. Keshav Agarwal - 9769050562 
4. Dhvani Dodhia - 9426214445

 


